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1. The CCP regime is updating its “ruling styles” to consolidate its “ruling status”. 
2. China’s single-party regime has developed an overall strategy to strategically 
instrumentalize popularly elected local congresses to further its rule in China’s local society.  
3. Chinese congressional elections are exercised as a way to produce popularly authorized 
representative bodies in which the Party monopolizes representation by mobilizing deputies 
to do representation work.  
4. The Communist Party strives to develop a “mass-line democracy” as an alternative to 
liberal democracy and as part of a “Leninist trinity” of the Party’s leadership, the rule of 
law, and people’s democracy.  
5. Chinese direct congressional elections are currently neither a path toward democracy nor 
completely meaningless window dressing. 
6. Rather than using elections to co-opt the opposition, China’s party regime has become 
increasingly close-minded in accepting independent players in congressional elections. 
7. Local deputies’ representation work between sessions is increasingly required, organized, 
and mobilized by authorities, motivated by the party regime’s strategy to advance social 
management, connect with the masses and produce output legitimacy. 
8. The CCP regime has more resilience for authoritarian adaptation that lowers the 
chance for Mainland China to follow Taiwan’s trajectory of “liberalization by 
elections.”  
9. Elections are only one of the various ways to achieve political representation. 
10. Political innovations to remedy and deepen representative democracy should look beyond 
electoral competition and give more attention to post-election representation. 
11. The problem of political representation could potentially become a platform for meaningful 
dialog and exchange across the democratic/authoritarian divide that could produce a new 
wave of experimentation, innovation and good governance.    
12. China will experience political change in my lifetime. 
13. “Life is like riding a bicycle. To keep your balance, you must keep moving.” (Einstein) 
14. “The only way to do great work is to love what you do. It just gets better and better as 
the years roll on.” 
15. Leiden is beautiful, but is even more beautiful after finishing the PhD here. 
